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Lance Cpl. Jacob
Brown, a field
artillery Marine, with
3rd Battalion, 12th
Marine Regiment,
communicates
coordinates to the
section chief and
other Marines in
his sections during
Artillery Relocation
Training Program
18-3 October 27 on
the Combined Arms
Training Complex,
Camp Fuji.

STORY AND PHOTO BY
LANCE CPL. CAMERON PARKS,
3RD MARINE DIVISION

Kentaro Shimura

N

o one knows where life’s path will lead
them, which is why it’s worth taking
chances. Lance Cpl. Jacob Brown,
a field artillery Marine, with 3rd Battalion,
12th Marine Regiment, never would have
imagined that one day he would be on Camp
Fuji, firing weapons in the Artillery Relocation Training Program in the Marine Corps,
but here he is.
Brown worked in New York’s Central Park
Zoo. While there, he worked with animals on
a daily basis, but wanted more in life.
“I was at Central Park’s Zoo working and
doing whatever I could do to make a paycheck,” said Brown, a native of the Bronx,
New York. “It was alright. I got to meet famous people and the staff is great, but I wanted more.”
Brown wanted to be a part of something
bigger and that’s when he made the decision
to join the Marine Corps.
“I wanted to be part of something professional, as well as challenge and better myself,” said Brown. “I wanted to be in the field
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defending my country.”
Brown’s determination sets him apart
from the rest of his unit.
“In my eye, Brown seems to be stepping
up beyond his peers,” said Sgt. Austin Smith,
a field artillery Marine with 3rd Battalion,
12th Marine Regiment. “He’s showing he
can take on the responsibility of the higher
positions in our section. He’s one of the best
Marines that I have.”
According to Brown, this is his first time
shooting on Mount Fuji, but he’s ready for
the challenges he might face out in the field.
ARTP is a chance for Marines to train in
a different environment than what they are
used to and to improve their techniques and
skill, as well as creating a stronger sense of
camaraderie between the sections.
“I’m excited for this exercise, not just
for the change in scenery, but we get to see
the challenges we might have to face in the
future,” said Brown. “I’ve come a long way
with this section and my end goal is to be a

section chief in the future.”
According to Lance Cpl. Marshall Ebeling,
a field artillery Marine with 3rd Battalion,
12th Marine Regiment, Brown has shown his
drive amongst his peers as well as his work
and advancement.
“He’s one of the hardest workers we have
in our section, he’s willing to do anything and
everything,” said Ebeling, a native of Kress,
Texas. “He’s a jack of all trades and motivates us on a daily, and I can see him being
a great Non-Commissioned Officer in the future.”
With hard work comes responsibility.
Brown’s command recognizes his eagerness
to take up challenges and has high hopes for
him.
“I see Brown as very driven and successful,” said Smith, a native of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
“With his hard work and dedication to the
team, I definitely see him becoming a corporal before we get off of this deployment.”
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Henoko fight continues with new Okinawa governor
BY SIMON DENYER,
THE WASHINGTON POST

TOKYO — The newly elected governor
of the Japanese island of Okinawa said
Tokyo’s decision to press ahead with the
construction of a new U.S. military base
is “outrageous” and disrespects local democracy.
Denny Tamaki, the son of an Okinawan
woman and a U.S. Marine whom he has
never met, won a gubernatorial election
last month on a platform of opposition
to the construction of a new U.S. Marine
base on the island.
He met Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe earlier this month, and told
him that Okinawans opposed the building
of a base at Henoko, in the northern part
of the island. Less than three weeks later,
Abe’s government issued an injunction allowing construction to proceed.
“From my point of view, this is outrageous,” Tamaki said in an interview while
on a trip to Tokyo. “What the central government did today is disrespectful to our
democracy.”
The Okinawa prefecture makes up just
0.6 percent of Japan’s total land area, but
hosts about half of the 54,000 U.S. troops
stationed in the country, including many
Marines and the largest U.S. Air Force
base in the Asia-Pacific region.
Locals say that’s unfair, complaining
about the noise of low-flying aircraft, the
danger of accidents and the behavior of a
small minority of U.S. service members.
The U.S. military says the island’s strategic location means the bases are vital to
the defense of Japan, as well as to keeping
the peace in the entire East Asian region,
from Taiwan and China to the Korean

This Jan. 27, 2018 aerial photo shows U.S. Marine Air Station Futenma in Ginowan.
Photo by Kyodo News Via Ap

Peninsula and the Philippines.
Last week, the Okinawan assembly
voted to hold a nonbinding referendum on
the issue, and Tamaki confirmed that the
vote will occur within six months.
“I believe this is a great opportunity for
all of Okinawa to show our will,” Tamaki
said. Provided the referendum attracted
at least 25 percent of registered voters, he
vowed to respect its outcome and “carry
the result” to Abe and to the U.S. government.
The base in Henoko is supposed to ease
the burden on Okinawa, by allowing another Marine Corps base at Futenma, in a
much more densely populated part of the
island, to close. Nearly half of the 19,000
Marines in Okinawa would be relocated to
bases in Australia, Guam and Hawaii.
But many locals say that isn’t good
enough: Construction of a base, even in
a less densely populated area, cements

the U.S. military’s continued presence on
their island, they say.
Takeshi Onaga, Tamaki’s predecessor,
who died in office in August, had been
engaged in a long-running legal and administrative battle with the central government to prevent construction of the
Henoko base.
Shortly after his death, the prefecture
carried on the fight by revoking a landfill
permit for the area, again halting work at
the site.
Tamaki said Abe had told him that Tokyo’s stance on the bases had not changed,
but Japan’s prime minister also indicated
that he would like to reduce the burden on
Okinawa. Nevertheless on Tuesday, the
central government issued an injunction
allowing work on the base to resume almost immediately.
Tamaki expressed his “strong indignation” at that decision, which he described

as “completely wrong” and ignoring public opinion in Okinawa.
He said he is not asking for all U.S.
military personnel to leave Okinawa, just
for the island to take a fairer share of the
burden for national defense.
Ethnically different from the people
who live on the main islands of Japan, the
people of Okinawa have long felt looked
down upon. After World War II, the U.S.
military continued to rule Okinawa until
1972, two decades after returning the rest
of Japan to self-rule.
Tamaki said his father had to leave Okinawa before he was born, and had written
to his mother after leaving. But she decided to stay in Okinawa rather than join
him in the United States, and burned all
the letters and photographs he sent.
Tamaki said his views were shaped
from having grown up near a U.S. base,
and were not linked to his family background. He likes and respects American
culture, he said, especially rock ‘n’ roll,
but said the long-running controversy
over military bases in Okinawa has undermined the U.S.-Japan alliance.
He said that although the U.S. government regards the location of the bases as
a domestic Japanese issue, it should “sincerely talk to the people of the country on
what they want, based on the principles of
democracy.”
“Depending on whether the U.S. can
do that or not, Japan-U.S. security relations will become further strengthened,
or transform into something vulnerable,”
Tamaki said. “I think we are standing at
the crossroads.”
The Washington Post’s Akiko Kashiwagi
contributed to this report.
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KASAHARA HONEY CAFE
Our beekeepers harvest 100% pure Japanese honey.
Honey collected from nature-rich Suo Oshima is famous in Japan and abroad.
Our drinks and sweets all contain honey.

   
    
      
Restaurant hours: 11 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Closed on Thursdays
7270 Kuka, Suo Oshima-cho,
Oshima-gun, Yamaguchi Pref.
Tel: 0820-72-2860
Web: alohaorange.com

Enjoy our honey treats while taking in the beau ful view of the Seto Inland Sea.

Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m. / Closed: Monday and Tuesday (Open on Japanese holidays)
Address: 473-1 Higashimigama, Oshima-cho, Oshima-gun, Yamaguchi Pref.
About 10 minutes by car from the Oshima Ohashi Bridge
TEL: 0820-74-5283 / Web: kasahara-honey.net

*We don’t accept restaurant reservaons

Osamurai Jyaya

Hikoemon

http://www.chidori-group.co.jp/

Old Japanese-style tea café

We are Dog Experts

What r
we offe

Ryuzaki Onsen

Hours: 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Close: Every Thursday TEL: 0820-73-1511

Enjoy our restaurant and souvenir shop.
We are known for our Curry Rice
and Iriko (Dried Fish Soup) Soba.
Our hospitality will remain
in your memories.
1094-1 Doi,
Suo-oshima-cho,
Oshima-gun,
Yamaguchi Pref.

Chidori

Hours 10 a.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays, except when a holiday

One of the highest quality hot springs
in Chugoku District. Our indoor and
outdoor baths overlook the mountain
and bay. Aer soaking in our hot
springs, enjoy fresh sashimi or Kamameshi, a pot of steaming rice, meat
and vegetables.

ANIMAL FUREAI VILLAGE
93-1 Higashi Migama, Suo-oshima-cho, Oshima-gun, Yamaguchi Pref.
Open/Wed-Mon 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Closed/Tuesday (expcept for pet hotel service)
Animal park is open Saturday, Sunday and Japanese Holiday only.
For Pet Funeral Service, call 0120-127-530(24 hours a day)

Tel: 0820-77-1234
hp://ryuzakionsen.info/
Yamaguchi Pre Oshima-gun Suo Oshima-cho Oaza Higashi Agenosho 685-2

M C A S I WA KU N I

★

Sanyo
Expressway

Oshima Ohashi
188

ANIMAL FUREAI VILLAGE
Oshima Ohashi

437

ALOHA ORANGE
KASAHARA
HONEY CAFE

437

Ya s h i r o I s l a n d

Ya s h i r o I s l a n d

Osamurai Jyaya Hikoemon
Ryuzaki Onsen Chidori
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B.League, recently tipped off in Tokyo this month. The professional
league features more than 40 teams throughout Japan, so find the
nearest arena and catch the exciting action.
The following Japanese words and phrases will help you enjoy the
games with locals.

“Basukettobooru no shiai wo mini ikimasen ka?” = Do you
want to go see a basketball game?
(“basukettobooru” = basketball, “shiai” = game,
“.. wo mini iki masen ka?” = Do you want
to
go see..?)
“Chiketto wa dooyatte kae masu ka?”
= How can I buy a ticket?
(“chiketto” = ticket, “dooyatte.. masu
ka?” = how can I..?)
“Golden Kings ga katsu to
omoimasu.” = I think the Golden
Kings will win.
(“..ga katsu” = .. will win, “.. to
omoimasu.” = I think that ..)
“Watashi wa Tokyo Alvark wo ooen
shite masu.” = I’m rooting for Tokyo
Alvark.
(“watashi” = I / me, “ooen shite” = am
rooting for)
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“Are wa faaru desu yo.” = That should
be a foul.
(“are” = that, “.. wa.. desu yo” = ..
must be..)
“Ii shiai desu ne.” = This is a great
game.
(“ii” = good)
“Katta!” = We won! “Maketa!” =
We lost!
“Ano senshu wa hadena puree
(play) wo suru.” = That player has
flashy moves.
(“hadena puree” = flashy plays or moves)
“Shitsuyouna mamori ga shouri ni tunagatta.” = The
tenacious defense led to a win.
(“shitsuyouna” = tenacious, “mamori”= defense, “shouri” =
win or victory, “tsunagaru” = lead to)
“Kare wa shourai yuubou da.” = He’s got a bright future
ahead of him.
(“shourai” = future, “yuubou” = hopeful)
- Shoji Kudaka and Takahiro Takiguchi,
Stripes Japan

Pronunciation key: “A” is short (like “ah”); “E” is short
(like “get”); “I” is short (like “it”); “O” is long (like
“old”); “U” is long (like “tube”); and “AI” is a long “I”
(like “hike”). Most words are pronounced with equal
emphasis on each syllable, but “OU” is a long “O” with
emphasis on that syllable.
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ptimal health begins with nutrition, fitness and active living. From guidelines
on developing healthy eating habits and
ideas on how to stay fit to strategies for giving
your child a happy, healthy start, Military OneSource provides practical and fresh content as
well as initiatives and programs that will motivate you to maintain healthy living and manage your health in creative ways.
Begin your path to healthy living with these
steps:

Practice good nutrition
Eating healthy requires developing new
diet habits like limiting sugar, snacking on
fruits and vegetables and choosing whole
grains. Your local farmers market and military
commissary are two great places to buy fresh
produce for a reasonable price. Share your nutrition goals with your children through programs like the 5210 Healthy Military Children
campaign. Turn to Military OneSource for
other helpful strategies on eating right.

Give your child a happy, healthy start
It’s important to teach children as early
as possible actions and choices that promote
health and happiness. Start by encouraging

good nutrition and feeding them a hearty
breakfast every morning. Promote good sleep
habits and teach them how to communicate
and express their feelings. Encourage physical activity as much as possible to lessen their
screen time.

Improve family fitness
Make fitness and active living an important
part of your family life. Swap your daily screen
time for a stroll around the neighborhood with
your kids. Your installation’s Morale, Welfare
and Recreation is a great resource to get the
entire family moving – with fitness classes,
sports teams, golf courses, outdoor recreation
programs and more.

Access nutrition and fitness resources
Don’t be afraid to tap into the support you
need to meet your nutrition and fitness goals.
Military OneSource provides health and wellness coaching sessions to help you eat better,
get in shape, manage stress, tackle transitions
and more. We highlight a wide range of nutrition and fitness resources, tools, and programs
that will motivate you on the path to healthy
living.
– Military OneSource

Home Business Directory
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Shibuya joint serving
standout burgers
STORY AND PHOTOS BY
ANGELI RAMBUKPOTA,
METROPOLIS MAGAZINE

T

he Great Burger Stand is
one of a multitude of restaurants that has opened
within the newly erected Shibuya
Stream building. Located on the
ground floor, alongside the revitalized Shibuya River, the restaurant is unmistakably American.
From the wooden cottage decor
with faux stuffed deer heads to
the huge American flag billowing
in the wind, it seems
like this burger
place is yet another
American-inspired
eatery in Tokyo (i.e.
other notable spots include Kua
Aina and Hawaiian pancake
stores).
What truly stands out, however, is the sense of community
here. Old friends chat between
the clinks of beer bottles knocking together, a polyphony complemented further by the sound
of burger patties sizzling in the
kitchen. After I put in my order
for a bacon cheeseburger, I
sat back and observed the
groups of people gathered on the patio.
From work buddies
to families with
small children, it

Stripes Japan is A Stars and Stripes Community Publication.
This newspaper is authorized for publication by the Department
of Defense for members of the military services overseas.
However, the contents of Stripes Japan are unofficial, and are
not to be considered as the official views of, or endorsed by,
the U.S. government, including the Department of Defense
or the U.S. Pacific Command. As a DOD newspaper, Stripes
Japan may be distributed through official channels and use
appropriated funds for distribution to remote and isolated

locations where overseas DOD personnel are located.
The appearance of advertising in this publication, including
inserts or supplements, does not constitute endorsement of
those products by the Department of Defense or Stars and
Stripes. Products or services advertised in this publication
shall be made available for purchase, use, or patronage
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
age, marital status, physical handicap, political affiliation, or
any other nonmerit factor of the purchaser, user, or patron.

seemed like everyone knew each
other.
This is the vision that the owner, Atsushi Kurumata, sought to
realize: creating a vibrant hub
for food, friends and good times.
The most noticeable part of
The Great Burger Stand’s burgers is, perhaps, the sensationally
crispy buns. Despite the sauce
soaking into the bread as I ate,
the bun remained crunchy until the last bite. Surprisingly, the
patty was not as dense as one
would expect from
a hefty dish, and it
carried a certain
sweetness from the
trickling meat juice.
The mustard cut through the dish
and gave it a clean taste with each
bite. Combined with the cheddar
cheese and thick slice of bacon,
the burger made for a satisfying
meal at the end of a long day.
Stop by The Great Burger
Stand to enjoy a hearty meal on
an outdoor patio — a call back
to fleeting summer days spent
hanging out with friends around
an open grill.
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© Fujiko-Pro

THE DELIGHTFUL
DORAEMON MUSEUM
Something for everyone in Kawasaki
BY SHOKO,
TOFUGU.COM

A

FUJIKO F. FUJIO
DORAEMON MUSEUM

lot of people know about
ADDRESS: Tama-ku, nagao, 2-8-1
the Studio Ghibli Museum
Kawasaki, kanagawa prefecture
in Tokyo– but they might
214-0023
not have known that there’s also
WEBSITE: fujiko-museum.com/
a museum dedicated to Fujiko F.
english/
Fujio, the creator of an infamous
TEL: 0570-055-245
Japanese icon, Doraemon.
The museum was built in order to preserve Fujio’s manu- being the field from Doraemon
scripts of mangas he drew be- recreated!
fore his death in 1996. Fujio
If you ever get hungry, don’t
created more than just Dorae- fret! There’s a really cool cafe
mon– he drew out several other with cute meals and desserts defamous works, such as Kiteretsu signed with Fujio’s works. The
Dai-hyakka, Esper Mami, Par- latte-art is definitely worth the
man, and Obake no Q-taro. You order, even if you aren’t hungry
can see some of his works’ manenough to order food.
uscripts– some original, some
Quite possibly the
OM cutest latte-art.
copies.
.C
U
G
U
TOF
I really enjoyed
There’s even an adorhow fun and creative
able blue bus with Fujio’s charthey made this museum! Every acters all over it (outside and
corner you look you see some inside!) that’ll take you from the
aspect of Fujio’s works, and train station to the museum and
it’s kind of fun to go around the
back.
museum trying to find them
I thoroughly enjoyed this
throughout your visit.
museum! As a girl growing
The museum also does a
up watching Doraemon every
pretty good job following and
week, this museum made me
describing the life of Fujiko F.
feel like I was a kid again. The
Fujio, who’s regarded as one of
museum does such an amazing
the pioneers in Japanese manga
job at blending little bits and
today, leaving behind works that
pieces of Fujio’s work- in areas
have transcended for decades.
like the signs, even the bathSome of his possessions are disrooms – and it’s really fun going
played at the museum, including
around the museum identifying
the desk that he used to worked
them along the way. I’ll be comon his manga.
pletely honest – I had more fun
There’s quite a number of
things you can do at this muse- spending hours at this museum
um, so there’s something for ev- than the more renowned Stueryone of all ages. There’s a the- dio Ghibli Museum, probably
ater that lets you see a short film because Fujio’s Museum was
(unfortunately no subtitles)… a much more interactive. If you
big hall with interactive displays grew up watching any of Fujio’s
works - be it our favorite blue
and games…
robot, a mask-wearing superand
some
hero boy, or a little white ghostdisplays outthen this place is a MUST see!
side too, one

Doraemon cake
© Fujiko-Pro
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FUKU
SAGA
Sasebo Naval Base

The gateway to Kyushu
Fukuoka is consistently voted one of the
best cities to live in Japan, in part because of
its convenience: Fukuoka Airport is a mere
11 minutes away from the city by public
transport, making it the fastest airport access
time in Japan — and the fourth worldwide!
The city is also considered the best in the
world for commuters in big cities. Fukuoka
Prefecture as a whole is an excellent starting

point to visit other Kyushu prefectures —
there are over 100 hot spring resort areas
only a 1-2 hour drive away, including three of
the top resorts in the nation.
Fukuoka City is also home to the Hakata
Gion Yamakasa Festival, which is a UNESCO
Intangible Cultural Heritage event, brings in
the most out-of-town visitors of any summer
festival in all of Japan!
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NAGASAKI
KUMAMOTO

MIYAZAKI
KAGOSHIMA

CURIOUS
ABO
Here are some of th

BONUS TIP: Visit at the end of May and
check out the Kashima Gatalympics at
the nearby mudflats, where competitors
take part in game show-like events that
get them covered in mud. The beach
faces the Ariake sea, which as a tidal
range of six meters — the largest in
Japan — making it perfect for mud-filled
fun.

BY LISA W
JAPAN T

Kyushu, the third largest island in Japan, is h
and much, much more. Let’s take a closer loo
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Home to the
best sake in
the world
Saga Prefecture boasts a large number of small
and medium-sized sake breweries — many of them
internationally recognized world champions!
Fukuchiyo Shuzo Co. Ltd has multiple award
winners in its offerings. Nabeshima Junmai Daiginjo
was chosen as the Champion Sake at the IWC
(International Wine Championship) in 2011, while the
brewery’s Nabeshima Tokubetsu Honjozo nabbed a
gold trophy in 2017. For such a small brewery, this is
an impressive feat — or is it? Kashima City, where
Fukuchiyo Shuzo is located, has several breweries in
a condensed area, making it easy to walk between
them and try their wares. The town itself is full of
retro charm and hidden gems and is well worth a
visit for its peaceful atmosphere, photogenic streets,
and kind people.

K

A hope
for eternal
peace
Nagasaki’s unique history and prominent
coastal location makes it a melting pot of
good food and interesting architecture that
contributes to its tourism. The prefecture also
plays an important role in sending out peace
messages to the world following it’s tragic
events.
Nagasaki has always been involved in
international trade, especially with China,
Portugal, and The Netherlands. Sadly, this
international exchange was not always a
positive thing. When the Portuguese brought
Christianity over, many people quickly
converted. However, the religion was met
with suspicion by samurai warlords, and it
was banned. Hundreds of people were killed
for their beliefs. The most famous of these
were 26 martyrs who were publicly crucified
in 1597. There is a museum dedicated to the
martyrs and other hidden Christians called the

Twenty-Six Martyrs Museum and Monument,
which is exhibits religious relics and tells of
the terror these people lived through because
of their faith.
In modern history, the atomic bomb that
hit Nagasaki on August 9, 1945, affected the
city, not to mention the nation as a whole.
Visit the well-equipped Nagasaki Atomic
Bomb Museum to learn more about this
horrific historic incident and how locals are
campaigning to make sure the same thing
never happens again.
BONUS TIP: Urakami Cathedral — Nagasaki’s
largest — features the “Bombed Mary”, a
statue of the Virgin Mary that barely survived
the atomic bombing of the city. Only her head
remains, with haunting empty eye sockets.
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Hot springs
galore

With over 4,300 hot springs, Oita Prefecture
has the largest number of hot springs in Japan.
Beppu has the hottest hot spring in Japan and is
second only to those of Yellowstone Park — but
you wouldn’t want to try going in any of those!
Visit the so-called “seven hells” to witness these
steaming hot 90C waters up close — you can
even eat an egg that’s been boiled in them!
Each hell pool has a different mineral mixture,
giving it a distinctive color — you’ll find cloudy
pale blues and deep reds, as well as goopy grey.

I

NAGOYA

KYOTO
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As the Hells are too hot to enter, try one of
the “real” hot springs in town. For first-timers
feeling a bit shy, private baths are available for
rent.
BONUS TIP: If your feet are sore from walking
around, soak your feet at one of the many public
footbaths in town.
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Number
one craft
beer

WALLIN,
TRAVEL

Located at the foot of a mythical mountain in the city of Nobeoka, Hideji
Beer Brewery is a small craft brewery with a purpose. The brewery devotes
itself to using locally sourced ingredients, but with an eye on the global
market. In fact, their brand Kurikuro (literally walnut black), a dark chestnut
ale, was developed specifically for the international market. This highly
regarded flavored ale was awarded a gold medal at the 2017 World Beer
Awards in London. Described as having a sweet, nutty fragrance, it has been
praised for having a velvety mouthfeel.
Visitors to the brewery will be pleasantly surprised to find other Japanese
liquors nearby. Hideji Beer is part of the Nobeoka Mitsukura, (mitsukura
means three breweries) which is a group of two breweries (beer and sake)
and one shochu distillery — all within a close area.

home to some of the best sake, the most onsen,
ok at the region’s world-class offerings.

O
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BONUS TIP: Drop by the brewery to buy brews only available here.
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Live inside a volcano

Kumamoto is home to Mount Aso, one of the most active volcanoes in the
world, and one of the largest volcanic calderas with people living inside it. The
volcano was formed over hundreds of thousands of years, but it was about
90,000 years ago it had its largest eruption, which, it was recently discovered,
spread ash up to 15 centimeters deep all the way up to Hokkaido!
Although Mount Aso’s caldera isn’t the largest inhabited caldera in the
world — El Valle de Anton in Panama holds that title — it is exceedingly
rare for a caldera to be stable enough to cultivate land and build roads and
railroads. These days, approximately 50,000 people live inside the caldera and
he volcano is part of an expansive geo park. There is so much to do here —
cycling, hiking across volcanic peaks, horse riding, paragliding, camping, and
more. This amazing feat of nature and human resilience — people settled here
over 10,000 years ago — is well worth a visit.

BONUS TIP: There are guided tours around the area lasting from two hours to
several days. For those who want to go it alone, rental cycles are also a great
option.

Inventor of
the steam
sand bath

Have you ever paid someone to bury
you in the sand on the beach? While this
may sound strange, Ibusuki in Kagoshima
introduced this custom over 300 years ago
and it remains popular today. The area is
blessed with hot spring waters welling up
under the sand on beaches here, making
them pleasantly warm — and perfect for
lying in!
To take a steam sand bath, visitors,
wearing yukata, lie down in the warm
sand as staff gently shovel sand over
them. Inside these sandy cocoons,

temperatures reach 50-55°C, heating up
the body from the inside out. While it
may feel comfortable, ten minutes is the
recommended time limit as staying any
longer risk causing a mild burn to the
skin. The steam sand bath doesn’t just
feel, good, it has been proven to have
great health benefits, too. The Faculty of
Medicine at Kagoshima University found
that baths help reduce inflammation
in the body and also improve blood
circulation. Not only that, it’s said the
steam sand bath’s benefits are 3-4 times
greater than that of a traditional hot
spring bath.
BONUS TIP: Try Ibusuki Onsen Cider, a
local (non-alcoholic) fizzy drink with a
delightfully retro design.
Photos by Benjamin Beech, Japan Travel
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It all adds up on Japan’s 7-5-3 Day
BY TAKAHIRO TAKIGUCHI,
STRIPES JAPAN

I

f you visit a Japanese
shrine or temple in November, you will likely see

a lot of young children dressed
in beautiful traditional attire and
holding colorful envelopes filled
with candy. And you’ll see their
proud parents and other family
members snapping photos and

shooting video.
This is “shichigosan” (sevenfive-three), a traditional celebration and rite of passage in the
Land of Rising Sun.
Tradition suggests that girls
ages three and seven and fiveyear-old boys, should visit a local shrine or temple to drive out
evil spirits and wish for a long
healthy life every year on Nov.
15. However, since shichigosan
is not designated as a national
holiday, any day in November
is acceptable. I actually took
my daughter for her celebration
(many years ago) to local shrine
on Nov. 11.
Shichigosan is said to have
originated during the Edo Period (1603-1867). For centuries in
Japan, November has been the
month to thank the gods for the
year’s harvest. On Nov. 15, ancestors gave thanks for a bountiful harvest, as well as the growth
and health of their children, by
offering harvested products at
their family altars or to shrine or
temple altars.
In the Edo era, there were
traditional rites of passage for
children ages three, five and
seven. Girls who reached the
age of three were allowed to
grow out their hair, 5-year-old
boys of were allowed to wear
hakama (traditional male pants),
and 7-year-old girls replaced the
simple cords they used to tie
their kimono with the traditional
wider and elaborate obi (sash).
When my daughter became
three, my wife and I dressed her

File photo

in traditional attire and took her
to a local shrine. We and other
participating families were
asked to join a procession led by
a Shinto priest and shrine maidens, who carried offerings to the
gods. We followed the procession and walked along a path to
the shrine as traditional music
was played.
Once in the shrine, a priest
purified all the children in the
Shinto way. He then called each
child’s name presented them
with a chitoseame (thousandyear candy), long, thin, red and
white candy in a long envelop
decorated with a crane and a
turtle. The candy symbolizes
healthy growth and longevity. It
was a joy watching my daughter
answer the priest’s call and receive her candy.
After walking out of the
shrine, we took a family photo
and had a dinner with my relatives. Some Christians in Japan
also celebrate shichigosan at
their church, which is what we
did the following week at our
Catholic church.
Traditionally, girls are supposed to celebrate shichigosan

when they are three and seven.
In fact, we took my daughter
to the same shrine when she
turned seven. I remember how
impressed and proud we were
to see my daughter wearing a
elaborate kimono, while she had
worn only a simple type of reddish padded vest called “hifu”
during her ceremony when she
was three.
Kimono rental shops are
available anywhere in Japan,
and most have set ups with studios, so you can have your photo
taken at the studio before or after visiting a shrine. The price
for kimono rental, hair and
kimono preparation and photos may cost between 40,000 –
60,000 yen ($350-500).
Though the expense may
seem high to some, celebrating
Shichigosan in Japan is a rite
of passage that is cherished by
families.
takiguchi.takahiro@stripes.com

Photo by Takahiro Takiguchi
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Camping in the great outdoors!


30% Military Discount!
About 80 minutes from MCAS Iwakuni
* Closed winterme (Dec 1 - Mar 31)

Chugoku
Expressway

Visit www.go-rakan.jp/rakan_top.php
for more informaon and reservaon.

TEL 0827-74-0010 FAX 0827-74-0606

Tacos Del Rio

We serve the tasest tacos around!

• Fresh handmade corn torllas
• Chicken, pork or beef prepared daily
• Delicious side orders
• Homemade chili beans

Discount for acve-duty and military rerees

We’re located on the Nishiki River.
Dogs are allowed on terrace eang area and in the river.
Open on weekends
OPEN 11:00 a.m.~17:00 p.m.
Last Order 16:30
Check us out on Facebook
Instagram#tacosdelrio_iwakuni

to 7 Falls, Nishiki Town and Muikaichi
Nishikigawa Seiryu Line
Naguwa Staon
187

Mukuno Staon
2
to Moo Valley

Vending Machines
Restarea
3 FALLS BRIDGE

to Miwa

TEL 070-7566-4450
15-20 Naguwa, Mikawacho, Iwakuni City,
Yamaguchi Pref.
20 min. from iwakuni IC by car.
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Skytree more than just a great view
STORY AND PHOTO BY HANA KUSUMOTO,
STARS AND STRIPES
Published: Oct. 25, 2018

W

TOKYO SKYTREE

DIRECTIONS: Tokyo Skytree is accessible via the Tobu
Skytree Line at Tokyo Skytree Station (1-minute walk), or
via the Tokyo Metro Hanzomon Line and Toei Asakusa
Line at Oshiage Station (2-minute walk).
n TIMES: The Tokyo Skytree observation decks are open
daily 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., with last entry at 9 p.m. Schedule might change during the New Year’s holidays. The
Sumida Aquarium is open daily 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., including
holidays. The Tokyo Solamachi mall is also open daily,
including holidays, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
n COSTS: To reach the lower Tembo Deck at Tokyo Skytree,
same-day tickets cost 2,060 yen — about $18.40 — for
adults, 1,749 yen for teenagers, 930 yen for elementary school students and 620 yen for preschoolers. An
n

ant to see how big Tokyo
really is? Go up Tokyo
Skytree, the tallest public observation tower in the city
where nothing blocks the view of
the sprawling metropolis below.
Six years since its opening, Skytree
remains one of the most popular
tourist attractions in Tokyo, with
Skytree was built as a functional
long lines of visitors waiting to take
replacement
for the iconic Tokyo
in the view from the tower’s obserTower, which had been used to
vation floors on weekends.
The incredible view isn’t all that send television and radio signals
Skytree offers tourists and visi- in the city since 1958. Tokyo Tower
tors. There’s an aquarium, shop- is 1,092 feet high — which meant
the taller high-rise buildings that
ping mall, and even a planetarium
sprung up across central Tokyo
to visit — making Tokyo Skytree a
during the latter half of the 20th
perfect addition to any excursion in
century began to affect the tower’s
the city.
broadcasting signals.
Tokyo Skytree is in the East ToVisitors to Skytree are allowed
kyo neighborhood of Oshiage, a
access to two observatory decks,
short walk across the Sumida River both of which are accessed via elfrom Asakusa. Standing at a whop- evators. The lower observatory,
ping 2,080 feet, Skytree dominates called the Tembo Deck, is located
the Tokyo skyline. In fact, when it almost 1,150 feet above ground.
opened in 2012, the
For an extra fee, visistructure officially EXCLUSIVE NEWS FROM: tors can advance to
became the tallest
the Tembo Galleria
tower in the world.
on Floor 445, which
(Skytree is also the
features a large spiworld’s second-tallral walkway of floorest free-standing structure, a little to-ceiling glass windows. Here,
more than 700 feet shorter than the Sorakara Point is the highest
Dubai’s Burj Khalifa.) On a clear viewpoint in Tokyo at 1,480 feet.
day, visitors to Skytree can even get The view from the upper obsera glimpse of Mount Fuji.
vatory isn’t too different from the

additional fee to reach the higher Tembo Galleria is required, and costs 1,030 yen for adults, 820 yen for teens,
520 yen for elementary school students and 310 yen for
preschoolers. Children 4 and younger are free. Foreign
tourists and foreign nationals residing in Japan may purchase a special Fast Skytree Ticket that allows visitors to
skip the lines. The tickets — which start at 3,000 yen for
ages 12 and older and 1,500 yen ages 4 to 11 — require
showing a foreign passport to purchase.
n FOOD: A wide variety of restaurants and cafes are located
both at Skytree and in Tokyo Solamachi Mall. At the mall,
restaurants are on floors at 6, 7, 30 and 31 and open 11
a.m. to 11 p.m.
n INFORMATION: tokyo-skytree.jp/en

lower floors — but the glass walkway makes you feel as if you are
walking on air.
On the way back down the tower, take a snapshot on Floor 340,
where a glass floor allows visitors
to peer down through the structure
of the tower. Cafes, restaurants and
souvenir shops are located in the
upper section of the tower, on Floor
345 and Floor 350.
After taking in the views of the
city, head to the ground floors for a
visit to the Sumida Aquarium. Most
of the aquarium is dark, and relies
on ambient lights to illuminate the
tanks and create a mood that highlights the mystery of the sea. The
aquarium is known for its penguin
exhibit, said to feature one of the
largest indoor pool tanks in Japan.
The tank gives visitors an up-close
look of the dozens of penguins inhabiting the tank as they swim by.
Also located on the lower
floors of the building is Tokyo
Solamachi, a shopping mall
featuring more than 300

When Tokyo Skytree opened in 2012, the structure officially became the tallest tower in the world.

shops and restaurants. The mall’s
4th floor is dedicated entirely to
shops selling Japanese souvenirs
for tourists, including Japanese
cooking knives, chopsticks, washi
paper and fans. At Ameshin, shoppers can watch as workers make
traditional candy from scratch,
pulling and bending the sugar
syrup into intricate shapes such
as goldfish and rabbits.
Tokyo Solamachi offers
plenty of entertainment for
children, including indoor
playgrounds and Kodomo
No Yu, an onsen-themed
amusement park featuring Japanese festival games and a
large ball pit.
kusumoto.hana@
stripes.com
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View from Castle Tower
Matsuyama Castle

Dogo Onsen at sunset

Matsuyama a hidden gem in Japan

STORY AND PHOTOS BY REY WATERS,
JAPAN TRAVEL

O

n a chilly rainy October morning we left
Yokohama and flew to
Hiroshima, boarded a bus to
Onomichi and then a second
bus to Imabari. The bus carried
us across the Seto island sea
seven bridges leading to Shikoku. While crossing the bridges I was humming the Eagles
“Seven Bridges Road”. When
we reached Imabari there was
a two-hour slot before the train
left for Matsuyama. What do
you do with two hours free time?
Walk on over to Imabari Castle.
Built in 1602 by Todo Takatora, considered to be the greatest Japanese castle builder, he
made this one for his personal
use. The grounds were nicely
landscaped, especially around

the moat. This was such a nice Karakul Clock. We did and
diversion before heading to our were entertained for several
minutes as the clock came to life
destination, Matsuyama.
Arriving mid-afternoon we with scenes from Soseki Natheaded to the Dogo Onson area sume’s novel “Botchan”.
Just up the hill from Dogo Onvia tram. It is only 3 kilometers from Matsuyama
sen were our accommodaStation to Dogo
tions for the evening,
Onsen and it
Hotel
Katsuragi
Spa Resort. A
took almost
90 minutes
little bit pricy,
to arrive.
but the room
rate included
The tram
stopped at
dinner and
every trafbreakf a s t .
fic light and
each station
Dinner
was just beyond
was
a
the lights. Not very
traditional
Dinner second course
Japanese meal
efficient, but we with Snapper and desert
enjoyed the ride
with a Snapper theme
anyway.
and it was excellent.
While it was still daylight
It was nearing 3 p.m. and a
lady we met on the tram told us we decided to walk over to
to stop in front of the Botchan Matsuyama Castle, taking the

chairlift up and the cable
car back down. Since 2009
we have visited over 20 castles
throughout Japan. This one was
very spacious inside with steep
stairways leading to a 360 degree view at the castle tower.
Built in 1603, Matsuyama Castle
has a long and rich history with
many historic artifacts on display. You can even lift a sword
to discover how heavy they were
for the samurai.
Just before our dinner reservations Miwa headed downhill
to Dogo Onsen, the 3000 year old
hot spring. Not only is it the oldest onsen in Japan, but also the
only imperial bath for exclusive
use by the Emperor. We were
not allowed to take pictures
inside, just the entrance hallway. Strolling around the Dogo
area every fourth person was
wearing a Yukata and sandals,

making the atmosphere a little
like old Japan.
At Dogo, the tram station is a
very unique Starbucks with an
interior that includes furniture
made from pieces of the original
Meiji period station.
In the morning before leaving
Matsuyama we walked over to
Dogo Park, which includes the
Yuzuki Castle Ruins. A short
hike up the hill rewards you with
a panoramic view of the city.
There are many other attractions in and around Matsuyama
such as, riding the Botchan
train, using the footbath at the
base of the Botchan Karkuri
Clock, Okaido the city’s largest
shopping arcade, many shrinestemples, and excellent bike
courses for cycle enthusiasts.
When planning your Shikoku
trip be sure to include several
days in Matsuyama.

Tips traveling with a baby
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BY AZURE HALL,
STRIPES JAPAN

B

eing stationed overseas offers military members and their families the
opportunity to travel the world with
more ease and less expense than if they
were living in the States. When my husband and I arrived in Germany, we set out
to travel as much of Europe as we could
during our four-year tour. Our plans were
altered, but not thrown out the window,
when we discovered that we were expecting our first child together. Traveling with
a baby, while not always as convenient, is
absolutely still possible. It just requires a
bit of planning and flexibility. Here are a
few tips to keep you globe-trotting with a
little one in tow.

1. Plan longer trips

While my husband and I favored quick
day trips in the surrounding area while it
was just the two of us, they just don’t work
for our family anymore. When a baby
is along for the ride, everything takes a
bit longer. We have to leave room in our
schedule for naps and diaper changes, potential fits of crying that temporarily keep
us out of museums and restaurants, and a
medley of other interruptions that require
a little more time. Our daughter also hates
to be in the car seat, so we try to spread
out driving time on road trips to give her a
break. Rather than pop over to surrounding cities early in the morning and driving
back in the evening, we have started allowing for a night in a hotel to give everyone a little more wiggle room.

2. Pack in advance and pack smart

I was the queen of last minute packing
and would often find myself in a foreign
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country with a suitcase full of socks and
underwear and not much else. And while
I can get by in the same outfit for a few
days and live without some of my “essentials,” like a phone charger and a jacket,
the same cannot be said for a baby. Outfit
changes, plenty of diapers and wipes, and
the many other baby “must haves” are
sorely missed. Rather than try to throw
things together the morning of a trip,
packing ahead of time will save you a lot
of stress in the long run.

3. Know your baby

As I said, our baby is miserable in
the car seat and screams virtually nonstop. Knowing this, we tend to avoid long
amounts of time in the car and opt for
train or plane travel whenever possible.
She also needs a long nap in the afternoon,
so we leave room for that in our daily itinerary. When she was a newborn, she could
sleep anytime, anywhere. During that
time, we had no trouble taking her on a
Rhine River cruise and letting her snooze
the day away on the boat. Four months
later, we would not try to do the same. Being aware of your baby’s needs and temperament before a trip can help you plan
accordingly.

4. Be familiar with the airline if flying

Despite being a budget airline, Ryanair
allows passengers to check a surprising
amount of “baby luggage” free of cost. A
car seat, travel crib, and other needs can
be included in the price of your ticket and
easily brought along with many airlines.
Knowing what you can bring for free can
help you avoid extra costs and have everything on hand that you need. Additionally, airlines often have their own requirements for items like breast pumps and

water and formula. Knowing your rights
and specific airline regulations can take
away a lot of the stress of feeding a baby
in transit.

5. Consider traveling in the offseason

This has made all of the difference for
my family. Visiting beach towns in the
winter and avoiding popular locations
over the holidays has allowed us to stay
in hotels and resorts that we may not have
been able to afford during peak travel
season. Having an extra bit of space for a
travel crib and room for the baby to crawl
around keeps us from feeling cramped
and we don’t have to navigate around
large crowds.

6. Baby-wear if you can

Of all of our travel accessories purchased since having a baby, our carrier
has been the most beneficial. By opting
to wear our baby, we don’t have to lug
around a stroller. Babywearing also makes

breastfeeding on the go easier and allows
our daughter to nap happily on our chests
while we make our way around town.
While not everyone is as passionate about
babywearing as we are, I recommend that
traveling families at least try it out.

7. Don’t try to do it all

Many travel destinations have a lot to
offer and it can be tempting to try to jam
it all in. But rushing from spot to spot
and overscheduling is no fun. Instead,
pick a couple of “must sees” and take it
slow. If there is time left over, you can
always add another stop or two.
Not every recommendation is going
to work for every family and there are
certainly more ways to customize your
own travel experience. But these seven
changes have allowed us to make our
way around Europe with a baby. Overall, making an effort to plan ahead and
remain flexible can ease a lot of pain in
the long run.
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Stripes Sports Trivia

SAY MY NAME! As a player and now a coach, I’ve experienced a lot. And, although I’m mostly
known for my bling-filled NBA playing and coaching career, it’s something I experienced while in
college at Arizona that may be the most noteworthy. While starting my career as a freshman, my
father was assassinated in Lebanon. Who am I?

Answer

Steve Kerr

Week of 11/5/18 - 11/11/18

The Weekly Crossword

D ID YOU
K NOW?

T

here are many symbols of
“Old America” on the island.
Foremost Blue Seal is an ice
cream brand that originated in the
U.S. and developed in Okinawa. The
company has been serving up the
frozen treat since 1948, but with
Baskin Robbins arriving, nowadays,
there is a competition between the
two American brands.

寝

K a n ji o f
t h e we e k

leep)
Neru/Shin (S

Language Lesson
Do you understand?
Week of 11/5/18 - 11/11/18

Wakari masuka?

ACROSS
1 Make an
impression?
5 Diamond Head's
home
9 Dog who played
Eddie on
"Frasier"
14 White as a ghost
15 Privy to
16 Garment worn
by Flo and Alice
17 Like some tea
18 Talk like Daffy
19 Argue against
20 Wales pooch
22 Fix, at the vet's
24 Greet the day
25 Lady's man
27 Thirst quencher
29 ___ Day
31 Solidly built
33 Cold War
competition
35 Full of back talk
39 Written law
40 Nutrition label
unit
42 Church council
43 Wearing black,
maybe
44 Trustworthy
47 Relax, slangily
48 Kind of wheel
51 Spreadsheet
filler
53 Orchard fruit
54 Leaves home?
56 "Same here!"
59 Fort Knox bar
61 Edit menu option
63 Like Jack Sprat's
diet
64 Do a salon job
65 Ruckus
66 Fender flaw
67 Public figure?
68 Can't stand
69 Conclusion
starter
DOWN
1 Kind of
proportions
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HOW TO SOLVE:

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column must
contain the numbers 1 to 9; and
each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.
Answers to Last Week’s Sudoku:
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2 Mexican fare
3 Religious leader
4 Beat around the
bush
5 Painter's medium
6 Spanish cordial
7 Home for the
sick
8 Post-vacation
task
9 Damage
10 Game with a
character named
"Cavity Sam"
11 Elliptical path
12 Lush
13 Stage direction
21 Unwelcome
visitor
23 Welcome word
at a proposal
26 "___ does it!"
28 Educated
29 Physics
calculation
30 Pretentious,
perhaps
32 Cooler contents
34 Supplies' place

36 Armed ship of
old
37 Lodgepole, for
one
38 Burglar
40 Corn holder
41 New Year's
word
43 Ink cartridge
color
45 Beyond tipsy

46
48
49
50
52
55
57
58
60
62

Arrival en masse
Nutmeg, e.g.
Mortise's mate
Colonel's insignia
Diacritic mark
Cut and paste
Zingy taste
Not duped by
Take a stab at
Kind of deposit

Answers to Last Week’s Crossword:
F
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O
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O
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T
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